THE 'ASSURANCE'
OF PROVEN EXPERTISE
WITH MAVERIC’S
TEST PROCESS CONSULTING SERVICES
At Maveric, we provide a complete

Process Assessment

Activities include creating a gap

portfolio of consulting services

Maveric’s Process Assessment offering

analysis report, generating a test

focused on enhancing your test

includes focus areas described in

process framework, conducting a

capabilities, based on years of proven

TMMI, TPI and CMMI models. The

process workshop and training. Our

expertise in independent software

assessment is carried out onsite by a

consultants will also launch the new

testing for banks and financial

team of experienced consultants who:

testing process into a live scenario as

institutions.

Review existing process
documentation and current

MAVERIC’S TEST PROCESS
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practices
Interview the main stakeholders
Collate and analyze the
information gathered

Process
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Document and present the
assessment findings and
prioritized recommendations

Test
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Tool
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Process
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Test
Environment
Design

a prototype.
Test Environment Design
Maveric’s Test Environment Design
involves a study of the current test
environment setup and application
test requirements. We then design a
comprehensive test environment
addressing the required testing
activities to be performed. Our team

Process Definition

of senior consultants work onsite to

Maveric’s Process Definition involves a

study the current application and test

thorough study by our consultants of

environment. They then design the

the processes and their

test environment, prepare a roadmap

implementations to understand the

for the recycling / purchase of

strengths and limitations of the

equipment and define test

customer‘s testing framework.

environment management practices.

Tool Selection

optimize effort and cost for

organization to gain an

Maveric ’s Tool Selection provides a

higher ROI.

understanding of existing practices,

comparative analysis of the tools
available in the market and assists

and identify opportunities for

OUR D3 I APPROACH

improvement.

the customer in procuring the

DISCOVER

implementing it correctly. Maveric’s

We work with key stakeholders to

consultants can run a proof of
concept using the shortlisted tool

process framework based on the

across an organization, a single
department or just a single project.

Test organization, infrastructure
and processes are established in this

Test Compliance

phase.

Maver ic’s Test Compliance offering
Deploy

improvements implemented are

The enhanced test process

that improvements are measured to

IMPROVE

institutionalized and optimized and

DEFINE

is designed to ensure that test

framework that is developed is

determine ROI. Maveric’s
consultants create an audit

projects / departments) and the

program and also assist the

required training and support is

customer in identifying

provided to ensure

appropriate corrective and

institutionalization of the

preventive action for

framework.

non-compliances / unsatisfactory
ROI.

Improve

DEPLOY

MAVERIC’S CONSULTING
METHODOLOGY

Extensive in-process and
independent audits are conducted,
process and product metrics are

Maveric’s D3I Methodology
provides customers an

Discover

analyzed. These form the basis for

integrated framework for test

In this phase, we do a thorough

corrective and preventive actions as

capability enhancement in order to

assessment of the customer’s test

necessary.
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